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Abstract

We show that in reflexive Banach spaces there are two classes of closed cones
(consumption sets) i.e. cones whose any budget set is bounded and cones whose
any budget set is unbounded. We prove that in the first category of these cones the
demand correspondence of any upper semicontinuous preference relation exists
and we show also that this property characterizes the reflexive spaces. Moreover
we prove that in this class of cones, the demand correspondence of any convex,
continuous preference relation is upper hemicontinuous. To prove these results we
use some tools from the theory of Banach spaces.

JEL Classification numbers: D500, D510.
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1 Introduction

In the theory of finite dimensional competitive economies, budget sets corresponding
to strictly positive price vectors are always bounded and therefore compact, hence the
demand correspondence (single valued or multivalued) of any continuous preference
always exists and this is one of the fundamental properties of this theory.

On the contrary, in the theory of infinite dimensional competitive economies the
existence of the demand correspondence is not ensured. There are known many exam-
ples of preference relationsº defined on a closed coneP of a normed spaceX which
does not attain maximum in some budget set ofP . But it is not known (at least to us)
an example of an infinite dimensional closed cone of a normed spaceX so that any
continuous preference relationº defined onP , attains its maximum in any budget set
of P . To study the existence of the demand correspondences we suppose thatP is a
closed cone of a normed spaceX and we study necessary conditions for the existence
of the demand correspondence of any preference relation ofP . So in Theorem 9,
we show that if the demand correspondence of any preference relation ofP which is
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defined by a continuous, linear functional (utility function) ofX exists, then the cone
P has a bounded budget set and so we give an important necessary condition of these
cones. Of course, if the demand correspondence of any continuous preference relation
of P exists, thenP has again a bounded budget set.

In the sequel we show that in reflexive Banach spaces does not exist a closed cone
with a bounded base and an other unbounded base. In the language of Mathematical
Economics this means that ifP is a closed cone (consumption set) of a reflexive Ba-
nach space, the budget sets ofP are of the same type with respect to the boundedness,
i.e. any budget set ofP is bounded or any budget set ofP is unbounded. We show that
in the first category of these cones the demand correspondence of any upper semicon-
tinuous preference relation exists. This is an important property because ifP is a cone
of a reflexive space with a bounded budget set then the demand correspondence of any
upper semicontinuous preference relation ofP exists. This property is useful for appli-
cations because it is easy to check ifP has a bounded budget set or not. Indeed if we
choose a price vectorp, it is easy to check if the corresponding budget set is bounded
or not. If the budget set is bounded then any budget set is also bounded and the demand
correspondence of any upper semicontinuous preference relation ofP exists.

We show also that the above property of cones characterizes the reflexive spaces.
Especially we prove, Theorem 11, that a Banach spaceX is reflexive if and only ifX
has the property: ifP is a closed cone ofX with a bounded budget set, then for any
continuous preference relationº of P which is defined by a positive linear functional,
the demand correspondence ofº exists.

In the sequel we show, Theorem 13, that if a closed cone of a reflexive Banach
space has a bounded budget set, then the demand correspondence of any continuous,
convex, preference relation which satisfies the Walras’ Law is upper hemicontinuous.
Recall that ifº is locally non-satiated1 then the demand correspondence ofº, when-
ever exists, satisfies the Walras’ Law.

We prove also that in dual spaces we have a similar classification of closed cones.
Especially we show, Theorem 5, that ifP is a weak-star closed cone of the dualX∗

of a normed spaceX, then all the bases forP which are defined by elements ofX are
bounded or all these bases forP are unbounded.

At this point we mention the work of A. Araujo, [?], where it is supposed that the
commodity set is a closed, convex subset of a Banach spaceX, u : A −→ R is a con-
tinuous strictly quasi-concave utility function and for anya ∈ R, any strictly positive
linear functionalp ∈ X∗ and any real numberw > 0 it is denoted byCa the setCa =
{x ∈ A|u(x) ≥ a}, by wp the real numberwp = inf{p(y)|y ∈ Ca} and byφ(p, w)
the unique solution of the maximization problemmax{u(x)|x ∈ A with p(x) = w}
whenever such a solution exists. In Theorem 2 of [?] it is proved: If A is bounded,
u is uniformly continuous so that for somea ∈ R the setCa has non empty inte-
rior and for any price vectorp ∈ X∗ with ‖p‖ = 1, either there existsx ∈ A with
p(x) < wp = inf{p(y)|y ∈ Ca} and there existsφ(p, wp) or inf{p(y)|y ∈ Ca} is
attained, thenX is reflexive. In the same theorem it is also remarked that ifX is reflex-
ive, A is bounded and weakly closed andu is weakly continuous thenφ(p, wp) exists
for any(p, wp). So a characterization of reflexive spaces is proved. But the results of

1If º is monotone or ifº has an extremely desirable bundle thenº is locally non-satiated.
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important article of Araujo and the results of our paper are independent. In the present
article the consumption sets are unbounded (cones) and also we do not suppose that the
interior ofCa is non empty.

Finally note that in the theory of Banach spaces, the characterizations of the dif-
fered kind of spaces is one of the most important problems of this subject. Our char-
acterization of reflexivity connects the demand theory with the geometry of Banach
spaces.

2 Bases for cones - Budget sets

Let X be a normed space. Denote byX∗ the norm dual ofX and byIR+ the set of
positive real numbersλ ≥ 0. A nonempty, convex subsetP of X is acone(or a wedge
of X) if λP ⊆ P for eachλ ∈ IR+. If moreoverP ∩ (−P ) = {0} the coneP is
pointed. The coneP is generating if X = P − P and the coneP is normal if a real
numbera > 0 exists so that for anyx, y ∈ X, 0 ≤ x ≤ y implies‖x‖ ≤ a‖y‖. The set
P 0 = {f ∈ X∗ | f(x) ≥ 0 for each x ∈ P}, is thedual coneof P in X∗. Suppose
thatX is ordered by the coneP , i.e for anyx, y ∈ X we havex ≥ y if and only if
x − y ∈ P . Then for anyx, y ∈ X with x ≤ y the set[x, y] = {z ∈ X

∣∣x ≤ z ≤ y}
is the order intervalx, y. If x ∈ P so thatX = ∪∞n=1n[−x, x], x is anorder unit of
X. Suppose also thatX∗ is ordered byP 0. So a linear functionalf of X is positive
(on P ) if f(x) ≥ 0 for eachx ∈ P , strictly positive (on P ) if f(x) > 0 for each
x ∈ P, x 6= 0 anduniformly monotonic (on P ) if f(x) > a‖x‖, for eachx ∈ P ,
wherea is a constant real numbera > 0. If a strictly positive linear functional exists,
the coneP is pointed. A convex subsetB of P is abase for the coneP if for each
x ∈ P, x 6= 0 a unique real numberf(x) > 0 exists such that x

f(x) ∈ B. Then the
function f is additive and positively homogeneous onP andf can be extended to a
linear functional onP − P by the formulaf(x1 − x2) = f(x1)− f(x2), x1, x2 ∈ P ,
and in the sequel this linear functional can be extended to a linear functional onX. So
we have thatB is a base for the coneP if and only if a strictly positive (not necessarily
continuous) linear functionalf of X exists so that,

B = {x ∈ P | f(x) = 1}.

Then we say that the baseB is defined by the functionalf . If B is a base for the cone
P with 0 /∈ B, whereB is the closed hull ofB, then a continuous linear functionalf
of X separatingB and0 exists. Then the functionalf is strictly positive and the cone
P has a base defined byf . If B is bounded the base defined byf is also bounded. So
we have:

The coneP has a base defined by a continuous linear functionalf of X if and only
if P has a baseB with 0 /∈ B. If moreover the baseB is bounded the base forP
defined byf is also bounded.

The above notions and properties are connected with the demand theory as follows:
Suppose that in a competitive economy the commodity-price duality is the ordered dual
system

〈
X,X∗〉, i.e. the commodity space is a normed spaceX and the topological

dualX∗ of X is the price space. Suppose that the consumption set is a coneP of X and
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thatX is ordered by the coneP . Then any strictly positive (onP ) and continuous linear
functional ofX is aprice vector. For anyf ∈ X∗, strictly positive onP and for any
real number (wealth level)w > 0, the setBw(f) = {x ∈ P

∣∣f(x) ≤ w} is thebudget
setcorresponding tof andw and the setL = {x ∈ P

∣∣f(x) = w} is the budget line
of Bw(f). Of courseL is the base for the coneP defined by the continuous, linear
functionalg = f

w . Therefore any budget set defines a base for the coneP (the budget
line) which is defined by a continuous linear functional. Conversely any baseK for
P which is defined by a continuous linear functionalf of X defines the budget set
B1(f) = {x ∈ P

∣∣f(x) ≤ 1} whose budget line is the baseK. So there exists an one-
to-one correspondence between budget sets ofP and bases forP which are defined by
continuous linear functionals therefore, in the sense of this correspondence, we may
identify budget sets ofP with bases forP defined by continuous linear functionals.

Finally if we suppose thatω ∈ P is the initial endowment (of a consumer), the
budget set corresponding to the price vectorf is also denoted byBω(f), i.e. Bω(f) =
{x ∈ P

∣∣f(x) ≤ f(ω)}.
For ordered spaces and bases for cones we refer to the book, [?], for Banach spaces

to [?] and for notions on economics we refer to the books [?] and [?].
The following is a useful result for our study. For its proof see in [?], Theorem

3.8.4.

Theorem 1. A coneP of a normed spaceX has a bounded baseB with 0 /∈ B if and
only if the dual coneP 0 of P in X∗ has interior points.

We give below some examples of bases for cones (budget sets). Recall that for
any real number1 ≤ p < +∞, `p is the space of real sequencesx = (xi) so that∑∞

i=1 |xi|p < +∞ with norm‖x‖ =
( ∑∞

i=1 |xi|p
) 1

p , andc0, respectivelỳ∞, is the
space of convergent to zero, respectively of bounded, real sequencesx = (xi) with
norm‖x‖ = supi∈N|xi|. Recall also the following property of ordered spaces which
is used in the examples below: any positive linear functional of a Banach spaceX
ordered by a closed, generating coneP is continuous, [?], Corollary 3.5.6.

Example 2. (i) The positive conè+
1 = {x = (xi) ∈ `1

∣∣ xi ≥ 0 for any i} of `1,
has a bounded and an unbounded base (a bounded and an unbounded budget set). Any
element ofc0 defines an unbounded base for`+1 , hence any price vectorf ∈ c0 defines
an unbounded budget set in`+1 .

Indeed, the set
B = {x ∈ `+1 | u(x) = 1},

whereu = (ui) ∈ `∞ with ui = 1 for eachi, is a bounded base for the cone`+1 with
‖x‖ = 1 for eachx ∈ B. Any baseK for `+1 defined by an elementf = (f1, f2, ...) of
c0 is unbounded becauseen

fn
∈ K for eachn, where{en} is the usual Schauder basis

of `1 and‖ en

fn
‖ = 1

fn
−→ +∞.

(ii) Any base for the positive cone`+p = {x = (xi) ∈ `p

∣∣ xi ≥ 0 for any i} of `p

with1 < p < +∞, is unbounded, hence any price vectorf ∈ `+q defines an unbounded
budget set iǹ+

p . Indeed if we suppose that

B = {x ∈ `+p | f(x) = 1},
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is a base for̀+
p defined by the linear functionalf of `p, then as we have noted above,

f is continuous, thereforef = (f1, f2, ...) ∈ `q. Also en

fn
∈ B for eachn, where{en}

is the usual Schauder basis of`+p , therefore any base for`+p is unbounded.
(iii) We give an example of a closed cone without a base. Suppose that`2(Γ),

whereΓ is an uncountable set, is the space of real valued functionsx : Γ −→ R
so that

∑
i∈Γ x2(i) < +∞ with norm ‖x‖ = (

∑
i∈Γ x2(i))

1
2 , ordered by the cone

`+2 (Γ) = {x ∈ `2(Γ)
∣∣ x(i) ≥ 0 for eachi}. For any elementx of this space we have

that x(i) 6= 0 for at most a countably manyi. `2(Γ) does not have strictly positive
linear functionals because if we suppose thatf is such a linear functional, we have that
f ∈ `2(Γ) with f(i) = f(ei) > 0 for eachi ∈ Γ, a contradiction. Hence does not exist
a base for the conè+2 (Γ).

(iv) Any normed spaceX has an infinite dimensional closed coneP with a bounded
base defined by a continuous linear functional ofX and the dualX∗ of X has an
infinite dimensional, weak star closed cone with a bounded base defined by an element
of X. This holds because if we suppose thatx0 ∈ X with x0 6= 0, U is a closed ball
of X with centerx0 not containing0 andP = {λx | λ ∈ R+, x ∈ U}, is the cone of
X generated byU , thenP is closed and it is easy to show that any continuous linear
functional ofX separating0 andU defines a bounded base for the coneP . Suppose
now thatx∗0 ∈ X∗ with x∗0 6= 0 and suppose also thatV is a closed ball ofX∗ with
centerx∗0, not containing0. Then the coneC = {λx∗ | λ ∈ R+, x∗ ∈ V } is weak
star closed and any elementy of X separating0 andV (such an element exists because
V is weak-star compact) defines a bounded, weak star closed base for the coneC. As
we will show in Theorem 5 of this article, the coneC cannot have an unbounded base
defined by an element ofX.

(v) Any Banach spaceX has a closed cone with an unbounded base defined by a
continuous linear functional.

Since any Banach space has a basic sequence, [?], Theorem 4.1.30, we may sup-
pose thatE is a closed subspace ofX with a Schauder basis{bn} with ‖bn‖ = 1 for
eachn and suppose thatP = {x =

∑∞
i=1 λibi | λi ∈ R+ for each i} is the positive

cone of the basis{bn}. The coneP is closed and suppose that{fn} is the sequence
of the coefficient functionals of the basis. The functionalf =

∑∞
i=1

fi

2i‖fi‖ is strictly

positive onP and it defines an unbounded baseB for the coneP because2i‖fi‖bi ∈ B
for eachi.

We close this introductional section by the next two results which are useful for our
study. We give their proof but we do not present these results as new.

Proposition 3. Suppose thatB is a base forP defined by the linear functionalf . Then
the baseB is bounded if and only if the functionalf is uniformly monotonic.

Proof. If we suppose that‖x‖ ≤ M for eachx ∈ B, then for eachx ∈ P, x 6= 0 we
have‖ x

f(x)‖ ≤ M , therefore‖x‖ ≤ Mf(x), for eachx ∈ P , hencef is uniformly
monotonic. For the converse suppose thatf(x) ≥ a‖x‖ for eachx ∈ P , wherea is a
real numbera > 0. Then for eachx ∈ B we have1 = f(x) ≥ a‖x‖, therefore the
baseB is bounded. ¥
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Proposition 4. Any base for a finite dimensional closed coneP of a normed spaceX
is bounded.

Proof. Suppose thatB is a base forP defined by the linear functionalf andxn ∈ B
with ‖xn‖ −→ ∞. Thenf

(
xn

‖xn‖
) −→ 0. Since the setP ∩ U , whereU is the

closed unit ball ofX is compact, a subsequence of{ xn

‖xn‖} exists which converges
to an elementx0 of P . Then we have that‖x0‖ = 1 andf(x0) = 0, contradiction
becausef is strictly positive onP . ¥

A natural question arising by this property of finite dimensional cones is if the
converse is also true, i.e.if any base for a closed coneP of a normed spaceX is
bounded, is the coneP finite dimensional?In Example 6 below, we show that the
answer to this problem is negative.

3 Demand functions and reflexivity

Suppose thatX is a normed space. The mapx −→ x̂, for anyx ∈ X wherex̂ ∈ X∗∗

so thatx̂(x∗) = x∗(x) for any x∗ ∈ X∗ is thenatural map of X into X∗∗. If the
natural map is ontoX∗∗ then the spaceX is reflexive. Of course any reflexive space is
a Banach space.

In this section whenever we say that a base for a cone of a normed space is bounded,
we will mean of course that it is bounded in the norm topology of the space.

If P is a cone ofX∗, we say that an elementx of X defines a base for the coneP
if x, as a linear functional onX∗, is strictly positive onP , i.e. x(x∗) > 0, for each
x∗ ∈ P, x∗ 6= 0. ThenB = {x∗ ∈ P | x(x∗) = 1}, is the base forP defined byx.

Theorem 5. The following statements are true:
(i) The dualX∗ of a normed spaceX does not have a weak star closed coneP with

a bounded base and an other unbounded base defined (the bases forP ) by elements of
X,

(ii) any reflexive Banach spaceX does not have a closed coneP with a bounded
base and an other unbounded base defined (the bases forP ) by continuous linear
functionals.

In the next example we show that in any reflexive space the class of infinite di-
mensional closed cones whose any base defined by a continuous linear functional is
bounded, is nonempty.

Example 6. Suppose thatX is a reflexive space, and suppose thatP is an infinite
dimensional, closed cone ofX with a closed, bounded base. Such a cone exists by
Example 3, (iv). By the previous Theorem, any base forP which is defined by a
continuous linear functional is unbounded.

Suppose thatP is a closed cone of a normed spaceX and thatº is apreference
relation onP , i.e.º is reflexive, complete and transitive.º is upper semicontinuous
if for eachx ∈ P the set{y ∈ P |y º x} is closed,º is lower semicontinuousif for
eachx ∈ P the set{y ∈ P |y ¹ x} is closed andº is continuous if it is lower and
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upper semicontinuous. Alsoº is locally non-satiated if for any x ∈ P and any real
numberε > 0 there existsy ∈ P so thaty Â x and‖y − x‖ < ε. Recall that ifº is
strictly monotone (i.e. for anyx, y ∈ P , x > y impliesx Â y) or if º has an extremely
desirable bundle (i.e. there existsu ∈ P so thatx + λu Â x for anyx ∈ P and any
real numberλ > 0) thenº is locally non-satiated.

For anyp ∈ X∗, strictly positive onP and any real numberw > 0 denote by
x(p, w) the set of elements of the budget setBw(p) at whichº takes maximum on
Bw(p), i.e.

x(p, w) = {x ∈ Bw(p)
∣∣x º y for anyy ∈ Bw(p)}.

If for any strictly positivep ∈ X∗ and anyw > 0 the setx(p, w) is nonempty, then
(p, w) −→ x(p, w) is thedemand correspondenceof º and we say that the demand
correspondence ofº exists. Ifp(x) = w for anyx ∈ x(p, w) we say that the demand
correspondence (whenever exists) satisfies theWalras’ Law . If for anyp andw the set
x(p, w) is a singleton, the demand correspondence definesthe demand functionofº.

If a linear functionalq of X exists so that for anyx, y ∈ P we havex º y if and
only if q(x) ≥ q(y), we will say thatº is defined by the linear functionalq of X.
If q is continuous (onX) we say thatº is defined by a continuous, linear functional.
If º is defined by the linear functionalq we have:º is continuous if and only ifq is
continuous onP . Therefore for the continuity ofº only the continuity ofq on P and
not on the whole spaceX is needed. The next is an example of a linear functionalf
which is continuous onP but it isn’t not continuous in the whole spaceX.

For the sake of completeness we give below some known properties of the demand
correspondences. The proof of(i) and(ii) is quite analogous with the proof of these
properties in the finite dimensional case. For the proof of (iii) see in [?], Theorem
1.2.2.

Theorem 7. Suppose thatP is a cone of a normed spaceX and thatº is a preference
relation defined onP . Then for anyp ∈ X∗, strictly positive onP and any real number
w > 0 we have:

(i) If º is locally non-satiated thenp(x) = w for anyx ∈ x(p, w),

(ii) if º is upper semicontinuous, thenx(p, w) is closed and

(iii) if for some topologyτ of P , º is τ -upper semicontinuous and the budget set
Bw(p) is τ -compact, thenx(p, w) 6= ∅.

Theorem 8. Suppose thatP is a closed cone of a reflexive Banach spaceX.
If the coneP has a closed and bounded base, or equivalently, ifP has a bounded

budget set, then for any upper semicontinuous preference relationº defined onP , the
demand correspondence ofº exists.

Theorem 9. Suppose thatP is a closed cone of a normed spaceX and suppose that
at least one strictly positive (onP ) and continuous linear functional ofX exists.

(i) If for any preference relationº defined onP by a continuous linear functional
of X the demand correspondence ofº exists, then the coneP has a bounded
budget set.
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(ii) If P 0 − P 0 = X∗ (especially ifP is normal or ifP 0 has interior points, then
P 0−P 0 = X∗) and for any preference relationº defined onP by a continuous
and positive (onP ) linear functional ofX the demand correspondence ofº
exists, then the coneP has a bounded budget set.

In 1964, D. Milman and V. Milman, stated in [?] (see also in [?], Theorem 2.9)
the following characterization of non reflexive spaces:

Theorem 10. A Banach spaceX is non reflexive if and only if the positive cone of`1,
is embeddable inX.

This was one of the first results connecting cones and geometry of Banach spaces.
Recall that a coneP of a normed spaceX is isomorphic (or locally-isomorphic ) to a
coneQ of a normed spaceE if an additive, positively homogeneous,2 one-to-one, map
T of P ontoQ exists such thatT andT−1 are continuous in the induced topologies.
Then we say that the coneP is embeddablein E or thatT is an isomorphism of P
ontoQ. Suppose thatT is an isomorphism ofP ontoQ. By using the continuity ofT
andT−1 at zero, we can easily show that

1
B
‖x‖ ≤ ‖Tx‖ ≤ A ‖x‖ for each x ∈ P,

whereA = sup{‖Tx‖ | x ∈ P, ‖x‖ ≤ 1} andB = sup{‖T−1y‖ | y ∈ Q, ‖y‖ ≤ 1}.
ThenT can be extended to a linear, one-to-one operator ofP−P ontoQ−Q by taking
T (x1 − x2) = T (x1)− T (x2), for anyx1, x2 ∈ P but the continuity ofT andT−1 it
is not ensured.

For the history of the cone characterization of reflexivity we refer the result of [?]
that a Banach spaceX is non reflexive if and only ifX has a closed cone with an
unbounded, closed, dentable3 baseand the result of [?], that
a Banach spaceX is reflexive if and only if for each coneQ of the norm dualX∗ of X
with a closed, bounded base, the dual coneQ0 = {x ∈ X | x∗(x) ≥ 0 for each x∗ ∈
Q} of Q in X has interior points.

Theorem 11. A Banach spaceX is reflexive if and only ifX has the property: for any
closed coneP of X with a bounded budget set and for any continuous preference re-
lationº defined onP by a positive linear functional ofX the demand correspondence
ofº exists.

The next is an example of a closed coneP of a Banach spaceX with the property:
There exists a linear functionalp of X so that the restriction ofp on P is continuous
but p fails to be continuous onX. So the preference relationº defined onX by p is
continuous onP but not continuous on the whole spaceX.

Example 12. Suppose thatX = c0. The sequence{bn} with bn =
∑n

i=1 ei is the
summing basis ofc0 and the positive coneP of this basis is the set of decreasing

2A mapT : P −→ Q is additive and positively homogeneous ifT (λx + µy) = λT (x) + µT (y) for
eachλ, µ ∈ R+ andx, y ∈ P .

3A subsetK of a Banach spaceX is dentable if for each real numberε > 0 there exists a pointxε of K
which does not belong to the closure of the convex hull of the set{x ∈ K| ‖x− xε‖ ≥ ε}.
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convergent to zero real sequences. ThenP is a closed subcone ofc+
0 andP − P is

dense inc0 because for anyx = (xi) ∈ c0 we have that For anyx = (xi) ∈ P we
put λ1 = x1 andλn = xn − xn+1 for eachn > 1. Thenxn =

∑∞
i=n λi, for each

n. T : `+1 −→ P , with T (λ) = (
∑∞

i=n λi) is an isomorphism of̀+1 ontoP . If we
suppose that any positive linear functional ofc0, restricted onP is continuous onP ,
with respect to the induced topology ofP we have a contradiction as follows: Suppose
thatTx = Tx+−Tx− for anyx ∈ `1 is an extension ofT on`1 ThenT is continuous
because for anyx ∈ `1 we have

‖T (x)‖ = ‖T (x+)− T (x−)‖ ≤ ‖T (x+)‖+ ‖T (x−)‖ ≤ A(‖x+‖+ ‖x−‖) = A‖x‖.

Then the adjointT ∗ of T is a linear operator from̀1 into `∞. This operator is onto
because for eachξ ∈ `+∞ we have that the linear functionalf of c0 with f(T (h)) =
ξ(h), for eachh ∈ `+1 is continuous onP becauseT is an isomorphism therefore it is
continuous onc0 andT ∗(f) = ξ. Since`+∞ is generatingT ∗ is onto. HenceT ∗ is an
isomorphism of̀ 1 onto`∞.

A correspondence (multivalued function)ϕ from a topological spaceF into the
subsets of a topological spaceG is upper hemicontinuousat a pointx ∈ F if for any
open neighborhoodV of ϕ(x) the upper inverse4 ϕu(V ) of V is a neighborhood ofx.
ϕ is upper hemicontinuous if it is upper hemicontinuous at any point ofF . Recall also
that by the Closed Graph Theorem, [?] Theorem 16.12, we have: if the range spaceG
of ϕ is compact and Hausdorff,ϕ(x) is closed for anyx ∈ F and ifϕ has closed graph,
then the correspondenceϕ is upper hemicontinuous. For notions and terminology on
multivalued functions we refer to [?].

In the next result we prove that in closed cones of reflexive Banach spaces with
bounded budget sets, the demand correspondence is upper hemicontinuous. To show
this result we use again Theorem 5 in order to prove that any strictly positive and
continuous linear functionalp of X is an interior point of the order interval[p

2 , 3p
2 ] of

X∗. This enable us to show that the restriction of the demand correspondence on this
interval takes values in a compact, Hausdorff, topological space and so we can apply
the closed graph theorem for multivalued functions. This is the crucial point of this
proof.

Suppose thatº is a preference relation defined on a coneP of a normed space
X. If for eachx, y ∈ P and for any sequence{λn} of positive real numbers which
converges toλ we have:x º λny for eachn impliesx º λy, then we will say that
º is radially lower semicontinuous. Of course any lower semicontinuous preference
relation is radially lower semicontinuous. Similarly ifλny º x for eachn implies
λy º x, we will say thatº is radially upper semicontinuous and ifº is radially lower
and radially upper semicontinuous,º is radially continuous.

In the next theorem we suppose thatº is an upper semicontinuous and radially
lower semicontinuous preference relation ofP . Of course any continuous preference
relation ofP satisfies these properties.

Finally note that ifº is locally non-satiated thenx(p, w) is a subset of the budget
line of Bw(p), therefore the demand correspondence ofº, whenever exists, satisfies

4The upper inverseϕu(V ) of V is the set of vectorsx of F so thatϕ(x) ⊆ V .
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the Walras’ Law. As we have noted before, ifº is monotone or ifº has an extremely
desirable bundle thenº is locally non-satiated.

Recall also the following result which we will use below: in normed spaces convex
sets have the same closure in the weak and in the norm topology, [?], Theorem 2.5.16.

Theorem 13. Suppose thatP is a closed cone of a reflexive Banach spaceX, P has a
closed bounded base and thatº is a convex, upper semicontinuous and radially lower
semicontinuous preference relation ofP . If the demand correspondence satisfies the
Walras’ Law, then it is (the demand correspondence) upper hemicontinuous. Ifx(p, w)
is a singleton for anyp, w, the demand function ofº is continuous.
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